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Aim: Recent technological advances in the design of robotic platforms enabled the implementation of various control
modalities for interactions with humans in different environments. An important application area for the integration of robots
with such advanced interaction capabilities is human–robot collaboration. The research community’s recent surge of interest
in this area has been devoted to the implementation of methodologies to achieve intuitive and seamless human–robot
intelligent interactions, by incorporating their complementary capabilities.
The course aims at giving a broad overview on human-robot interaction and specifically on how collaborative robots can be
employed safely, intelligently, and adaptively, with humans. Modelling and control of robotic manipulators in interaction
with the environment, and specifically with the human, will be extensively discussed with an eye to the safety standards
applicable to human-robot collaboration. Algorithms for cognitive interaction between the robot and the human will be
presented as well, leveraging machine learning techniques to fully implement the new paradigm of intelligent collaborative
robotics.
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Course prerequisites: Background (graduate-level) on linear algebra, geometry, mechanics, and control, is required.
Course Syllabus and Schedule:
Thursday, July 18
09:00-10:30: Review of robotics: introduction on robotics, direct, inverse and differential kinematics
11:00-12:30: Review of robotics: dynamics, motion planning
15:00-16:30: Collaborative robotics: introduction, motivations, classifications, applications, modes of collaboration.
17:00-18:30: Hand guiding: force reconstruction, admittance/impedance control, virtual fixtures
Friday, July 19
09:00-10:30: Speed and separation monitoring: sensors, methods for velocity scaling, danger field
11:00-12:30: Power and force limitations: contact modelling and classification, energy-related control algorithms
15:00-16:30: Intelligent collaboration: introduction, classification and prediction algorithms
17:00-18:30: Intelligent collaboration: application to selected problems (human walking, reaching target classification,
human action prediction)
Saturday, July 20
09:00-10:30: Intelligent collaboration: scheduling of robot actions based on classification and prediction of human actions
11:00-12:30: A case study: an industrially relevant case study in intelligent collaborative robotics

